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once more to confine the French and their auxiliaries in their
island.
Affairs in South India had thus taken a decided turn in
favour of the British when, in August 1755, France dealt her
own prospects of securing predominance in the East a mortal
blow by recalling Dupleix. With the departure of that
commanding personality, the only one on either side who can
be said to have possessed and pursued a vision at once splendid
and practicable, there disappeared the greatest and most
formidable of our enemies—the one who, by his example, had
done most to promote, and by his actions, most to hinder, the
first beginnings of our rule in India, His successor made haste
to conclude an agreement for the cessation of hostilities which
was signed in June 1755. The period of French initiative thus
ended with the casting away of the fruits of fifteen years of
courageous and incessant effort. The coming decade was to
see the British making better use of their opportunities.
II. the extinction of french power in india, 1755-1761-
. Despite the recall of Dupleix and the conclusion of the truce
of 1755, the power of the French in India was still so great that
few prophets would have ventured to foretell its complete
disappearance within the next decade. Their prestige stood
as high as ever throughout the greater part of South India ; and
the whole of the Deccan, governed nominally by Salabat Jung,
was for all practical purposes ruled by Bussy, their able resident
at his Court. None the less, the loss of the genius who had all
but given to France the pre-eminence in the East was not to
be compensated for by mere ability, of which there was as much
if not more among the British ; and the latter had the advantage
in the contest that was to come of receiving support and
\encouragement from home in a greater degree and at more
& nportune moments than their rivals.
on^P^The agreement concluded in 1755 was avowedly only a
die ($V prary measure, and both sides had on several occasions
of the£e^:ed it before it was finally terminated, once and for all,
struggle^utbreak of the Seven Years' War in 1756. About the
unbroken^ e the French cause underwent a serious set-back by
almost entd die quarrel between Salabat Jung and. Bussy, which
the Seven, ^tter's dismissal from Hyderabad, and an appeal by
between theire$^r British assistance. While an armed force was
officered by a^\fpr this purpose, however, a serious crisis arose
controlled from Y^ necessitated the instant employment of all
aims were mainlytBj- avert it. The fortification of the British
selves and their shan&jindertaken in view of the outbreak of war

